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MIND, SOUL, SPIRIT, BODY
BƖBƖ AFڢAL AND HIS TREATISE MADƖRIJ AL-KAMƖL
 ΩϮΨΑ ̶ΪΧ ΐϟΎρ ϮΗ Ϫ̰ϧ ̵
ΪΧ Ζδϴϧ ΪΟ ϮΗ ΰ̯ ΐϠτΑ ΩϮΧ ί
ΪΨΑ ̶ ΩϮΨΑ ϥϮ̩  ΩϮΨΑ ϝϭ
[1] ΪΧ ̶ΪΨΑ ̶ΎϤϧ έήϗΎ̯
O you, who seek God, turn to yourself,
Seek [Him] in yourself, for God is not distant from you.
First, come to yourself, once you come to yourself, 
[you will come] to God,
In order to acknowledge God due to divine attributes
[within you].

The current article is dedicated to the philosophical
mystical work MadƗrij al-KamƗl (The Degrees of Perfection) of IrƗnian philosopher and poet Afdal al-DƯn
Muڭammad b. ڣusayn MaraqƯ-yi KƗshƗnƯ, virtually
unknown in Europe, in spite of being an extremely original thinker [2], the author of witty and bright quatrains, theosophical and metaphysical treaties [3], written in Persian language and marked with a simple yet
elegant style. Known written sources do not allow to
recreate the picture of life of this author in full, better
known in IrƗn by his pen name or pseudonym (takhalluκ)
BƗbƗ Afdal. The dates of his birth and death still remain
unclear until today: according to IrƗnian philologist
SaƯd NafƯsƯ, BƗbƗ Afdal was born ca. 582/118687 or
592/119596 and died sometimes after 654/1256 or
664/126566 [4], however the opinion of MujtabƗ
MƯnuwƯ, who thinks that BƗbƗ Afdal passed away in the
beginning of the 7th/13th century, ought to be taken into
account. The date of his death, suggested by
E. G. Browne to be 707/130708 is evidently incorrect [5].
It is known that the tomb (mazƗr) of BƗbƗ Afdal is
located in Maraq, a small mountain village, situated
about forty kilometres away to north-west from the city
of KƗshƗn in Central IrƗn. In the mazƗr, one of the
sulνƗns of Zanzibar is buried next to his grave. According to a legend he became one of his faithful followers, clothed himself in the garments of humility, left his
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rightful throne and the rest of his life he spent serving
BƗbƗ Afdal [6]. Before his death Afdal al-DƯn lived in
Maraq, which is indicated by the lines of one of his last
letters, but most likely that village was not the only place
of his residence. Possibly he left KƗshƗn for Maraq in
order to flee from the vanities of city and completely
devote himself to philosophical reflections and tutoring.
The works of BƗbƗ Afdal do not contain any autobiographical information with the only exclusion being one
qaκƯda, which reports one circumstance of his life  he
was imprisoned by a local ruler on a false charge of
witchcraft (siηr) [7].
According to the data given by some earlier sources
BƗbƗ Afdal was an uncle of famous NƗڰir al-DƯn Abǌ
Jafar al-Muڭammad b. al-ڣasan al-ڒǌsƯ (597
673 / 12011274), a prominent philosopher, astronomer, mathematician and physician, who was under the
protection of ismƗƯlite rulers. The anthologies of poets
(tadhkira) mention also the fact of correspondence between ڒǌsƯ and KƗshƗnƯ, who were exchanging quatrains. However, William Chittick, the author of the
deepest and most detailed study of life and artistic heritage of Afdal al-DƯn KƗshƗnƯ, considers this fact to be
hardly probable [8].
ڒǌsƯ in his autobiographical work Sayr wa sulǌk
(Journey and Pilgrimage) mentions that in his early
years he was studying mathematics under certain KamƗl
al-DƯn Muڭammad ڣƗsib, one of the students of BƗbƗ

